Places to Love is a travel show that focuses on destinations, experiences and the
people who make us feel like we are a part of a place.
These companion study guides foster opportunities for conversation and critical
thinking. A great question to ask at the end of every segment: “What did that person (or
group of people) do to connect with other people?”
For more study guides from Places to Love, visit http://samantha-brown.com/study

“Vienna, Austria” Junior High Study Guide
EAT LIKE A LOCAL
1. Locals know to get to the market _________.
2. Naschmarkt (NASH-MARKed) is the ________ market in Vienna.
3. Sometimes cheese is more expensive than __________
4. In Vienna you have a hot lunch and a _______ dinner.
Did you know: The Naschmarkt is about 1.5 kilometres (0.93 mi) long.

READ LIKE AN EMPEROR
1. When the library was opened, what percentage of the population could read?
2. How many books are in the Baroque Collection of the library?
3. What are the two main tasks of the National Library?
4. How many years did the Habsburgs rule over their Empire?
5. When did the Habsburg’s Empire end?
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6. The largest library in Vienna is actually a room in a _________.
Did you know: The oldest book is the medieval clerical scripture ‘Evangeliar of
Johannes of Troppau ’from 1368. It is full of colorful drawings and beautiful handwriting.
THE SILVER LINING
1. Why do you need a sandwich fork?
2. What distinguishes the Vaugoin’s business?
3. Every piece from Vaugoin’s is made of what material?
4. What new technology is used in creating new pieces of silver?
5. What kind of food does the special piece hold?
Did you know: Vaugoin is one of the last silversmiths in the world to produce cutlery
and tableware traditionally by hand. The Vaugoin's full silver set includes 25-plus
pieces per person!

THE ROYAL JEWELS
1. What does A.E Köchert’s make?
2. What year did the Köchert’s become the “Imperial and Royal Court Jeweler”?
3. Who was a crown made for?
4. How many generations have the Köchert’s been in the jewelry business?
Did you know: One of Köchert’s most famous pieces were the stars of Empress
Elisabeth. “Sisi” possessed 27 of these diamond stars, which she could wear as a
necklace, a diadem, or as pendants, brooches and hair accessories. As the family lost
their empire, all of the stars (as well as other notable pieces) were sold. When possible,
A.E. Köchert buys back these pieces and then loans them back to the former Royal
family!!
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THE THIRD MAN MUSEUM
1. When was the movie filmed?
2. Where was the movie filmed?
3. Where were Gerhard’s first pieces of memorabilia purchased?
4. Where did the iconic chase scene take place?
5. Who runs The Third Man tours in the answer to the above question?
6. The movie was a huge success in Western counties but not in ________.
Did you know: The museum showcases movie posters, memorabilia and even a
projector from 1936 used for the screenings of the film in Vienna in 1950, which displays
what one minute of film looks like.

THE SOUND OF MUSIC
1. With each roll of the dice a ________ of music is created.
2. What orchestra can you conduct in person at the museum?
3. What famous waltz was conducted?
4. Vienna is known as a city of ________.
Did you know: By 1820, when he was almost totally deaf, Beethoven composed his
greatest works. These include the last five piano sonatas, the Missa Solemnis, the Ninth
Symphony, with its choral finale, and the last five string quartets.
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THE OLD DANUBE AND URBAN VINEYARDS
1. The Old Danube might seem like a lake but it is really a calm arm of the _________.
2. What century did the Wieninger family start making wine?
3. What time of year is the winery location open?
4. How did people know if the house was actually open?
5. What Emperor gave the rights to the wine producers to sell wine directly to the
consumer?

Did you know: Vienna is one of the worlds Greenest cities. With 90 parks and gardens,
green spaces constitute about half of the city's land area. Vienna’s city hiking trails run
for over 240 kilometers (nearly 150 miles!), mostly through the Vienna Woods on the
edge of the city or through Vienna’s local recreation areas.
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Answer Key
EAT LIKE A LOCAL
1. Early
2. Oldest

3. Meat
4. Cold

READ LIKE AN EMPEROR
1. 10-15% of population
2. 200,000
3. To be a permanent archive of
information and also to be open to the
public

4. 650 years
5. 1918, the end of World War I
6. Palace

THE SILVER LINING
1. Trick question-you don’t.
2. They make heavy hand forged cutlery
3. Sterling Silver

4. 3D Printing
5. Fried chicken leg

THE ROYAL JEWELS
1. Fine Jewelry
2. 1831

3. A Habsburg Princess
4. Six

THE THIRD MAN MUSEUM
1. Right after WWII, rubble and all
2. Throughout city of Vienna
3. Queens, New York City

4. Vienna’s Sewer System
5. Department of Sanitation
6. Austria

THE SOUND OF MUSIC
1. Stanza
2. The Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra

3. The Blue Danube Waltz
4. Music

THE OLD DANUBE AND URBAN VINEYARDS
4. They would hang a fir branch on door
1. Danube River
th
2. 18 Century
5. Emperor Josef
3. Mid August to the end of October
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